Top 10 places to use a remote control vibrator.
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When it comes to pleasuring your partner or spicing up your love life with sex toys, a popular choice
falling within the couples sex toys category are remote control vibrators. We all remember scenes in
recent Hollywood RomCom’s where remote control love eggs have been used to provide intense
pleasure to women in awkward situations. However, when it comes to slotting these pleasure marvels
into your own love life, it’s important to take out the comedy aspect, leaving her with nothing to do but
discreetly enjoy.
Most would be forgiven to think that remote control vibrators are simply a sex toy for her. However, in
truth, when used at the right time and in the right place, both ladies and their partners can get equally as
much pleasure, albeit in very different ways. Such a sex toy provides a mind blowing, toe curling
distraction from the current situation she finds herself in and delving into the psychologies of sex a little
more, any gentlemen in control of when she is able to receive such pleasure, inevitably heightens his
alpha male status, masculinity and dominance, something more often than not gained during sex.
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Aside from both the physical and psychological excitement experienced during the use of this popular
sex toy, there is an overwhelming undertone of simply naughtiness, which leads millions of couples each
year onto online sex toy shops, such as Britain’s longest running and vastly coveted Magic Moments, in
search of a little spice. Use as a thrilling prelude or replacement to exciting foreplay with complete
discretion and when experimenting with locations to use such a love toy, remember to take some of the
below suggestions and simply run with them.
If you have never used a remote control vibrator before it’s important that the gentlemen makes his
leading lady feel comfortable. Before heading out, why not enjoy a little adults play whilst inserting the
love egg, providing a teasing and sexier tonic to application? When it comes to ideal locations to use
such a sex toy, it’s also worth taking a note that some places work and others simply don’t, as intimacy
and discretion inevitably must prevail.
A night out at the theatre catching your favourite show, an anniversary dinner at a fancy restaurant or out
for drinks with your partner will all provide suitable occasions to experiment and tease with such a sex
toy. The truth is, when gentlemen pick the right moments, there will be nothing left for both him and her to
do but sit back and enjoy discreetly. Remembering to keep the excitement in short sharp spurs to avoid
gaining unwanted attention, choose your time carefully and she will do nothing but repay the favour later
on.
Why not take it outdoors? Sunbathing at the beach, in the garden or even cotching with your loved one
during an afternoon stroll through the countryside can all bring nature into your sex life and add a thrust
of excitement into your relationship. Especially perfect at making her feel comfortable, a remote control
vibrator will inevitably bring more diversity to the pleasure gentlemen are able to give and receive, without
him feeling emasculated by its presence.
Other tempting places to use such a vibrator include the shower (whilst hubby teasingly listens from the
next room), or during a journey. We’re not quite suggesting use during the bustling Monday morning
commute (unless that’s your thing!), but a midnight train or car journey away for a romantic weekend
sets up the opportunity for her sit back and unwind in ways she never could have previously imagined.
Wrapping up today’s naughty talk, the bedroom and at concerts complete the definitive list of places to
use a remote control vibrator. Such a sex toy can provide unimaginable pleasure to a women from a
gentleman’s perspective in places you never thought possible. Treat him and her to the perfect toy and
make it a very sexy new year.
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